
Several US doctors ARRESTED for saving children from the Vaccine Holocaust
by giving them saline injections instead of deadly spike protein jabs

Description

Oskar Schindler was a German industrialist who saved over 1,000 Polish Jews from Hitler’s Holocaust
by giving them factory jobs deemed “essential” to the German war effort of WWII. This prevented the
evil Nazi SS forces from taking these Jews to concentration camps, where they would surely die from
torture, starvation, gas chambers, or two bullets to the head. Likewise, today, Americans should be
standing up for the doctors and scientists who are blowing the whistle on the toxic Covid-19 “clot
shots,” that are genocidal bioweapons of World War III, the “silent war” on humanity.

Certain doctors are literally saving children, right now, from the deadly Wuhan virus jabs by giving
children saline injections and fake vaccination cards, instead of killing them with genocidal, gene-
mutating, vascular-clotting, spike protein injections.

Just as Oskar Schindler stood up for Jews and defied the Nazi plan of their total extermination, we
should all be standing up for whistleblowers in the medical and scientific fields that are exposing the 
Vaccine Holocaust taking place right now, on American soil. How would you like to participate in saving
millions of innocent lives?

Utah doctors using saline shots to save American children 
from the Covid vaccine ‘gas chambers’

Instead of being arrested, several Utah doctors should be given the Nobel Prize for saving the lives of
children who otherwise would have been subjected to the genocidal clot shots their parents did NOT
want them to receive. A Utah plastic surgeon and three others are being charged with conspiracy to
defraud the United States, for trashing Covid clot shots and creating fake vaccine cards, in order to
save children’s health and lives.

Dr. Michael Kirk Moore Jr. has been arrested for giving saline shots to kids instead of the vascular-
clotting gene mutation jabs the CDC so highly recommends for Fauci Flu. Dr. Moore and his neighbor,
Kristin Anderson, are both charged with conspiracy to defraud the United States, conspiracy to convert,
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sell, convey, and dispose of government property, conversion sale, conveyance, and disposal of
government property and aiding and abetting. Even the doctor’s office manager and receptionist are
facing the same charges.

Dr. Moore was trying to liberate the medical profession from government tyranny and CDC-inflicted
genocide by vaccine, much like Oskar Schindler tried to liberate Jews from Hitler’s wrath and the gas
chambers of the concentration camps.

The four accused are said to have destroyed $28,000 worth of deadly Covid jabs and distributed nearly
2,000 fake vaccination record cards. Saline shots were given to children instead of toxic spike protein
injections, at the PARENT’S request, who all must know about the high risk of complications
associated with the Wuhan virus injections. These doctors should be given Nobel Prizes for preserving
health freedom instead of being persecuted by the CDC and the Vaccine Industrial Complex of the
USA.

As morbidity and mortality rates skyrocket across the country and around the world, just in the past two
years since the clot shots have been “authorized” for emergency use only, anyone who injects children,
teens, or adults with these toxic jabs is doing a disservice to humanity.

Perfectly healthy athletes, airline pilots, and military members around the world are dropping dead from
heart attacks, strokes, and vascular clots, while the Biden Regime and the CDC continue to push for
deadly Covid boosters, to make matters even worse. The Vaccine Holocaust is real, and everyone who
knows it’s happening needs to support everyone else who’s blowing the whistle and trying to save
people.

by: S.D. Wells
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